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Abstract

A group of cooperative aerial robots can be deployed to efficiently patrol a terrain, in which each robot
flies around an assigned area and shares information with the neighbors periodically in order to protect
or supervise it. To ensure robustness, previous works on these synchronized systems propose sending a
robot to the neighboring area in case it detects a failure. In order to deal with unpredictability and to
improve on the efficiency in the deterministic patrolling scheme, this paper proposes random strategies
to cover the areas distributed among the agents. First, a theoretical study of the stochastic process
is addressed in this paper for two metrics: the idle time, the expected time between two consecutive
observations of any point of the terrain and the isolation time, the expected time that a robot is without
communication with any other robot. After that, the random strategies are experimentally compared
with the deterministic strategy adding another metric: the broadcast time, the expected time elapsed
from the moment a robot emits a message until it is received by all the other robots of the team. The
simulations show that theoretical results are in good agreement with the simulations and the random
strategies outperform the behavior obtained with the deterministic protocol proposed in the literature.
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1 Introduction

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), best known as drones, are an emerging technology with significant market
potential and bring new challenges to the optimization field. The cooperation of multiple UAVs performing
joint missions is being applied to many areas such as surveying, precision agriculture, search and rescue,
monitoring in dangerous scenarios, exploration and mapping, etc. There exist interesting surveys on the
topic [19, 30, 23].

The coordination of a team of autonomous vehicles allows it to achieve missions that no individual
autonomous vehicle can accomplish on its own. For example, the team members can exchange information
and collaborate to efficiently protect a big area from intruders [3]. Each UAV is equipped with a camera and
takes snapshots of the ground area. The aim of the team is to somehow cover this area using several snapshots.
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Several categories of UAVs (according to the type of wings, size or their communication capabilities) have
been considered depending on the application. Small quadrotors are of special interest, which take off and
land vertically with many potential applications ranging from mapping to supporting [18, 29].

A usual strategy in multiagent patrolling is to partition the terrain and to assign an area to each UAV
[1, 2]. Assume that the partition is given and consider the following scenario. There is a set of n aerial
robots, each robot traveling on a fixed closed trajectory while performing a prescribed task. Moreover, each
robot needs to communicate periodically with the other robots and the communication range is limited.
Thus, in order for two robots to communicate, they must be in close proximity to each other. Dı́az-Báñez
et al. [14] present a framework to survey a terrain in this scenario. In their model, each trajectory is a
Jordan curve with either a clockwise or counter clockwise orientation. Each robot moves at constant speed
and it takes a unit of time to complete a tour of its assigned trajectory. A pair of these trajectories may
intersect but do not cross. Each point of intersection, provides an opportunity for the corresponding robots
to communicate. We say that a communication link (bridge) exists between two trajectories if they intersect
at some point. This model was further studied by Bereg et al. [9], where the authors define a graph G of
potential links. The vertex set of this graph is the set of trajectories and two of them are adjacent if they
share a communication link. The graph is assumed to be connected. A synchronization schedule is a tuple
(α, δ), where α is a tuple whose entries are the initial positions of the robots, and δ is a tuple whose entries
are the directions in which the robot traverse their assigned trajectory (clockwise or counterclockwise). A
synchronization schedule defines a subgraph H(α, δ) of G, H for short, in a natural way. H has the same
vertices as G and an edge of G is in H if the corresponding robots meet at the corresponding communication
link. H is called the communication graph. Examples of communication graphs are shown in Figure 1. The
problem addressed by Dı́az-Báñez et al. [14] is to find a synchronization schedule so that H is connected
and with maximum number of edges. A set of trajectories with a synchronization schedule such that H is
connected is called a synchronized communication system (SCS). For an illustration, see Figure 1 and video
at youtube1. Dı́az-Báñez et al. [14] also give necessary and sufficient conditions on when this synchronization
is possible. Note that although not every pair of robots can communicate directly in this framework, a robot
may relay a message to a robot with which it does not have direct communication.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Examples of synchronized communication systems (SCSs) with circular trajectories. The commu-
nication graph H is given by light gray lines. The arrows indicate the travel directions in every circle and
the solid black points indicate the starting positions.

Note also that the synchronization allows for a robot to detect the failure of a neighboring robot. If
a robot u in a trajectory A arrives at the communication link between A and another trajectory B, and
it detects that there is no robot in B, then u assumes that the robot in B is not longer functional. A
possible strategy would be for u to pass to B and to take over the task of the missing robot. This move
is called a shifting operation by Dı́az-Báñez et al. [14]. A notable property of the framework to apply a
shifting operation is that neighboring trajectories have opposite travel directions assigned (clockwise and
counterclockwise) and a robot can change to a neighboring trajectory with ease. Clearly, if the trajectories
are traveled in the same direction, the shifting operation requires a large turn angle of the aerial robot. In

1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T0V6tO80HOI
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(b)

(a) (c)

Figure 2: Examples of SCSs where the robots apply the deterministic strategy. The path traversed by the
available robots is drawn in bold stroke. The robots are represented by solid black points. (a) The robots are
not isolated, however there are uncovered trajectory segments. (b) The robots are isolated and everything
is covered. (c) The robots are isolated and there are uncovered trajectory segments.

this paper, the protocol presented by Dı́az-Báñez et al. [14] is named the deterministic strategy, in which a
robot performs a shifting operation every time it detects the absence of a neighbor (at the communication
link). For example, in Figure 2(b) the shifting is performed at all the communication links.

Consider an SCS with n trajectories and k < n available robots following the deterministic strategy.
Although the surviving robots perform shifting operations, it may occur that some robot always fails to
meet any other robot at the communication links; that is, it is isolated. Note that an isolated robot always
shift trajectory at a communication link. See examples in Figure 2(b) and Figure 2(c). Moreover, some
segments (pieces) of the trajectories may never be visited by a robot; i.e., some parts of the terrain are
uncovered. Some examples are illustrated in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(c).

To cope these bad situations, a modification of the deterministic strategy of Dı́az-Báñez et al. [14] has
been proposed by Caraballo [12]. The idea is to perform the shifting operation in a random way. Some
simulations to compare random and deterministic strategies were performed in that preliminary work. The
contribution of this paper with respect to [12] is twofold: first, we perform a theoretical study of the stochastic
model and then we present extensive computational experiments to validate both the teoretical results and
the approach.

It is worth noting that our study is focused on the simple scenario introduced by Dı́az-Báñez et al. [14],
where the trajectories are considered as unit circles C1, . . . , Cn, and the position of a robot in its trajectory is
denoted by the central angle with respect to the positive horizontal axis. Thus, in a synchronization schedule
(α, δ), the starting position αi ∈ α and the travel direction δi ∈ δ in trajectory Ci are in [0, 2π) and {1,−1},
respectively (1 indicates counterclockwise direction and −1 clockwise direction). Therefore, the position of
a robot in trajectory Ci at time t is given by αi + t · 2π · δi. Nevertheless, our results can be generalized for
more general trajectories as we will mention later.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes previous work on multiagent
patrolling using random walks; Section 3 introduces both the strategies and measures to be used; Section 4
is devoted to the theoretical study of the random strategy based on the random walks theory. Section 5
presents extensive simulations to evaluate the random strategies; and, in Section 6, the results and directions
for future work are discussed.

2 Related work

Recently, the study of stochastic multi-UAV systems has attracted considerable attention in the field of
mobile robots. This approach has several advantages such as shorter times to complete tasks, cost reduction,
higher scalability, and more reliability, among others [28, 15]. In a random mobility model, each robot
randomly selects its direction, speed, and time independently of other robots. Some models include random
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walks, random waypoints or random directions. See the survey of Camp et al. [10] for a comprehensive
account.

This paper assumes the framework of Dı́az-Báñez et al. [14], then our model is not a pure random walk
model. However, the proposed random strategies generate random walks. A random walk on a graph is the
process of visiting the nodes of the graph in some sequential random order. The walk starts at some fixed
node, and at each step it moves to a neighbor of the current node chosen randomly. There is a vast theoretical
literature dealing with random walks. For an overview see e.g. the papers by Lovász [21] and Révész [25].
One of the main reasons that random walk techniques are so appealing for networking applications is their
robustness to dynamics. It has been noted that random walk presents locality, simplicity, low-overhead and
robustness to structural changes [4]. Because of these characteristics, applications based on random walks
are becoming more and more popular in the networking community. In recent years, different authors have
proposed the use of random walks for querying/searching, routing and self-stabilization in wireless networks,
peer-to-peer networks, and other distributed systems [5].

Relevant works in robotics are using criteria involving instants of visits of each node [22, 27], where the
main objective is to reduce the period between two consecutive visits to any vertex in order to minimize
the detection delay for intruders. In the patrolling problem for communication scenarios, some models have
been considered by Pasqualetti et al. [24] but, the evaluation criterion is also related to instants of visits.
In this paper, two new measures are added to a criteria based on instants of visits to precisely ensure
communication of the team dealing with random strategies: the isolation time and the broadcast time.
Recently, the concept of Flying Ad-Hoc Network (FANET), which is basically an ad hoc network between
UAVs, has been introduced by Bekmezci et al. [7]. FANETs can be seen as a subset of the well-known mobile
ad hoc networks (MANETs), where the use of random walks has been intensive [17]. Thus, an opportunity
to extend the stochastic methods to UAVs has been opened. Our contribution is to provide an example of
using random strategies as an alternative to existing protocols for UAVs networks.

3 Random strategies and measures

In the deterministic protocol proposed by Dı́az-Báñez et al. [14], a robot performs a shifting operation at
the communication link every time it detects the absence of a neighbor. Two alternative random strategies
are proposed in this work.

The random strategy: Every time a robot arrives at a communication link between its current trajectory
and a neighboring one, it chooses independently to remain in its trajectory or to pass to the neighboring
trajectory by means of a shifting operation. The probability of remaining or shifting is p = 1

2 . Note that by
following this protocol, more than one robot may share the same position. For instance, if two robots arrive
at a communication link and one of them decides to maintain its trajectory and the other one decides to
make a shifting operation, then they will move together like a single robot. Note that in the basic model at
hand we are considering an abstraction in which the trajectories are tangent and the communication link is
a point. However, from the practical point of view, we can assume a kind of interval so that the robots have
a safety margin to avoid collision.

The quasi-random strategy: Every time a robot arrives at a communication link, the following rule is
applied: if there is no robot in the neighboring trajectory, then it decides whether to remain in its trajectory
or to pass to the neighboring one by a shifting operation (the probability of remaining or shifting is p = 1

2 ).
Otherwise; that is, if there is a robot in the neighboring trajectory, it remains in its trajectory. Note that
with this protocol, no two robots will travel on the same trajectory and a collision avoidance strategy is not
required in this case.

Definition 3.1. A synchronized system where the robots are applying the random strategy is called a ran-
domized SCS (R-SCS). A quasi-randomized SCS (QR-SCS) is defined analogously.

Remark 3.2. The behavior of a robot in an R-SCS is independent of the other robots; the movement of
an robot in a QR-SCS depends on the behavior of the other robots. The behavior of robots following the
deterministic strategy is totally co-dependent.

In what follows, three criteria are introduced to compare the performance of these strategies. The metrics
carry valuable information about the coverage and communication performance of an SCS.
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• The idle time is the average time that a point in the union of the trajectories remains unobserved by
a robot.

• The isolation time is the average time that a robot is without communication with any other robot.

• The broadcast time is the average time elapsed from the moment a robot emits a message until it is
received by all the other robots.

It is worth noting that these metrics are somehow related to some resilience measures that have recently
been defined for SCS’s: the idle time is a coverage measure and then it is related to the coverage-resilience,
defined by Caraballo [11] and Bereg et al. [8] as the minimum number of robots whose removal may result in a
non-covered subarea, that is, the idle time is infinity. Similarly, the isolation time is related to the 1-isolation
resilience, defined by Caraballo [11] and Bereg et al. [9] as the cardinality of a smallest set of robots whose
failure is sufficient to cause that at least one surviving robot to operate without communication. Finally,
the broadcast time is related to the broadcasting resilience, defined by Caraballo [11] and Bereg et al. [8] as
the minimum number of robots whose removal may disconnect the network.

4 Theoretical results

In this section, some theoretical bounds on the above metrics are presented and then, these values are
compared with experimental results. First, we review some well-known notions of random walks since
random walks are the main tool used in this paper to study the behavior of the aforementioned metrics in a
SCS. We follow the notation of Lovász [21]. Let G = (V,E) be a connected (di)graph with n vertices. The
process to generate a random walk is as follows. Starting at a vertex v0, randomly select a neighbor v1 of
v0. Then randomly select a neighbor of v1 and repeat the rule. This process yields a sequence of vertices of
G, which it is called a random walk on G. Let vt denote the vertex of the random walk at the t-th step. Let
P0 be the probability distribution from which v0 was chosen; i.e., P0(v) = Pr(v0 = v) for all v ∈ V . Denote
by M = (pvw)v,w∈V the transition matrix, where pvw is the probability of moving from vertex v to vertex
w. Then, Pt = M tP0 denotes the probability distribution of vt; that is, Pt(v) = Pr(vt = v) for all v ∈ V .

The period k of a vertex v is defined as k = gcd{t > 0|Pr(vt = v|v0 = v) > 0}. In other words, v has
period k if it is maximal such that any subsequent visit to v can occur in multiples of k time steps. If k = 1,
the vertex v is aperiodic. If every vertex in G is aperiodic, G is said to be aperiodic.

A probability distribution P that satisfies P = M · P is called a stationary distribution. If the graph
G is (strongly) connected, then the stationary distribution exists and it is unique. Moreover, if G is also
aperiodic, Pt converges to the stationary distribution P as t→∞.

4.1 The discrete model in a partial SCS

Let (α, δ) be the synchronization schedule of a partial SCS F with n trajectories {C1, . . . , Cn}. Informally,
(α, δ) can be seen as a snapshot of a moving synchronized system. In order to apply the random walks theory
we must discretize our model. Consider the digraph G = (V,E), where V = {1, . . . , n} and (i, j) is an arc of
E from i to j if there is a path p of length 2π from αi to αj following the assigned travel directions in the
circles. That is, consider a vertex per circle and connect two vertices i, j if a robot can travel from i to j in
one unit of time2. See Figure 6, where an SCS is shown and a path between the starting positions α6 and
α5 is marked in red. Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that the starting positions are not link
positions. Note that if some starting positions are on a communication link, then taking the trajectory points
after (or before) ε units of time as starting positions, an equivalent synchronization schedule is obtained.
Table 1a shows the adjacency matrix of G corresponding to the SCS of Figure 6. Note that the diagonal
entries (i, i) have value equal to 1 because a robot can make a tour along its trajectory and come back to
the same starting position in one unit of time. We call G the discrete motion graph of the system.

Due to synchronization, if a robot is at some position αi in α then all other robots are also at some
position αj in α (regardless the strategy being used). Moreover, if a robot is at a position in α then after
one unit of time, it will also be at some position in α. The movement of a robot in F can be modeled by

2A path of length 2π is traveled in one unit of time in the model.
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π
3

P

(a)

5π
3

P

(b)

γ1 γ2

C C ′

(c)

Figure 3: (a) The minimum amplitude of an inner angle in P is π
3 . (b) The maximum amplitude of an inner

angle in P is 5π
3 . Note that outer angles of P fulfill the same restrictions. (c) Two consecutive angles at the

same side of a path of length 3.

a ‘walk’ on G and one step taken by the ‘walker’ on G corresponds to one time unit on F . Also, given a
sequence of edges (a path) on G traversed by a walker, the path traversed by the corresponding robot in F
is known. Thus, the behavior of k available robots in F is modeled by k simultaneous walkers on G.

In the next section it is proved that there exists at most one path of length 2π between two starting points
in the synchronization schedule (α, δ). Thus, the random strategy can be modeled using standard random
walks on G. This does not happen for quasi-random- or deterministic- strategies, since the movement of an
agent in G depends on the motion of the other agents of the system (Remark 3.2).

4.2 Uniqueness of paths

The following results are constrained to the simple model considered in this paper, that is, the trajectories
are pairwise non-intersecting unit circles and there exists a communication link between two circles if they
are tangent to each other (they have a single common point).

In some cases, to simplify the notation, we may use the term SCS to actually refer the communication
graph of a SCS. For example, when we are referring to a cycle in the communication graph of an SCS we
will simply say: a cycle in an SCS.

Remark 4.1. Let C be a cycle in an SCS.

1. The polygon P formed by connecting the centers of consecutive circles in C is simple and their sides
have length 2. Note that the sides of the polygon are edges of the communication graph.

2. Every inner or outer angle γ of P fulfills: π
3 ≤ γ ≤

5π
3 . See Figures 3(a) and 3(b).

3. Two consecutive (inner or outer) angles γ1 and γ2 at the same side of a path of length 3 on the boundary
of P fulfill that γ1 + γ2 ≥ π. Note that if γ1 + γ2 < π then C and C ′ are not disjoint. See Figure 3(c)
for an illustration.

Lemma 4.2. Let C be a cycle in an SCS. Let `1 and `2 be two different communication links in C such that
two paths from `1 to `2 in C have the same length L. Then L ≥ 2π.

Proof. Let P be the simple polygon formed by connecting the centers of consecutive circles in C. Let
C1, C2, . . . , C2k be the sequence of circles in C enumerated from `1 in counterclockwise direction, see Figure 4.
Note that C has even length. Let p1 be the path from `1 to `2 that starts traveling in C1. Let p2 be the path
from `1 to `2 that starts traveling in C2k. For the sake of contradiction, assume that |p1| = |p2| = L < 2π.
Let A1 and B1 be the sum of the inner and outer angles turned by p1 in P , respectively. Let A2 and B2 be
the sum of the inner and outer angles of P in p2, respectively. Then we have the following:
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`1

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

`2

γ1

γ3

γ5

γ6

γ8

β2

β4

β7

(a)

`1

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

`2

γ1

β2

γ3

β4

β5

β7

γ8

γ6

(b)

`1

C1

C2

C3

C4
C5

C6

C7

C8

C9
C10

`2

β1

β3

β5

β8

β10

γ2

γ4
γ6

γ7

γ9

(c)
`1

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

C10

`2

β1

β3

β5

β6

β8

β10

γ2

γ4

γ7

γ9

(d)

Figure 4: Two paths between two communication links `1 and `2 in a cycle of an SCS. There are only four
different possibilities and they are determined by the travel direction of the circles adjacent to `1 and `2.

|p1| = A1 +B1 = L < 2π, (1)

|p2| = A2 +B2 = L < 2π, (2)

A1 +A2 +B1 +B2 < 4π. (3)

Depending on the travel direction of the circles adjacent to `1 and `2 four cases can be distinguished:

1. p1 and p2 depart from `1 traversing inner angles of P , and arrive at `2 traversing inner angles of P
(Figure 4a).

2. p1 and p2 depart from `1 traversing inner angles of P , and arrive at `2 traversing outer angles of P
(Figure 4b).

3. p1 and p2 depart from `1 traversing outer angles of P , and arrive at `2 traversing inner angles of P
(Figure 4c).
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4. p1 and p2 depart from `1 traversing outer angles of P , and arrive at `2 traversing outer angles of P
(Figure 4d).

Cases 2 and 3 are analogous. If we reverse the travel direction on every cycle, case 2 becomes case 3 and
viceversa. Then, we will focus on cases 1, 2 and 4.

Let us denote by γi (resp. βi) the angle of Ci which is inside (resp. outside) P . We use the same notation
for the corresponding arcs. Note that:

γi + βi = 2π. (4)

Case 1: (Figure 4(a))

p1 = γ1, β2, γ3, . . . , γ2r+1

p2 = γ2r+2, β2r+3, . . . , γ2k.

Thus,

A1 = γ1 + γ3 + · · ·+ γ2r+1,

B1 = β2 + β4 + · · ·+ β2r,

A2 = γ2r+2 + γ2r+4 + · · ·+ γ2k, and

B2 = β2r+3 + β2r+5 + · · ·+ β2k−1.

By other hand, the sum of the inner angles of P is π(2k− 2) = 2π(k− 1).3 Note that B1 and B2 are the
sum of r and (k − r − 1) outer angles of P , respectively. Using equation (4) we have that:

A1 + 2rπ −B1 +A2 + 2(k − r − 1)π −B2 = 2π(k − 1)

A1 +A2 −B1 −B2 = 0

A1 +A2 = B1 +B2. (5)

The angles γ1 and γ2k are consecutive in P , then γ1 + γ2k ≥ π (Remark 4.1, 3rd item). Also, the angles
γ2r+1 and γ2r+2 are consecutive in P , then γ2r+1 + γ2r+2 ≥ π. Therefore:

A1 +A2 ≥ γ1 + γ2r+1 + γ2r+2 + γ2k ≥ 2π.

Finally, from equation (5) we get that A1 + A2 + B1 + B2 ≥ 4π which is a contradiction with equation (3)
and the result is proved for Case 1.

Case 2: (Figure 4(b))

p1 = γ1, β2, γ3, . . . , β2r

p2 = β2r+1, γ2r+2, . . . , γ2k.

Thus,

A1 = γ1 + γ3 + · · ·+ γ2r−1,

B1 = β2 + β4 + · · ·+ β2r,

A2 = γ2r+2 + γ2r+4 + · · ·+ γ2k, and

B2 = β2r+1 + β2r+5 + · · ·+ β2k−1.

3The sum of the inner angles of a simple polygon of n sides is π(n− 2) In our case, the polygon P has n = 2k sides.
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Notice that B1 and B2 are the sum of r and (k − r) outer angles of P , respectively. From equation (4)
we have that:

A1 + 2rπ −B1 +A2 + 2(k − r)π −B2 = 2π(k − 1)

A1 +A2 −B1 −B2 = −2π

A1 +A2 = B1 +B2 − 2π. (6)

The angles γ1 and γ2k are consecutive in P , then γ1 + γ2k ≥ π (Remark 4.1, 3rd item). Therefore:

A1 +A2 ≥ π, (7)

and using equation (6) we get that:
B1 +B2 ≥ 3π. (8)

Finally, adding (7) and (8) we deduce that A1 +A2 +B1 +B2 ≥ 4π which is a contradiction with equation
(3). Case 2 is done.

Case 4: (Figure 4(d))

p1 = β1, γ2, β3, . . . , β2r+1

p2 = β2r+2, γ2r+3, . . . , β2k.

Thus,

A1 = γ2 + γ4 + · · ·+ γ2r,

B1 = β1 + β3 + · · ·+ β2r+1,

A2 = γ2r+3 + γ2r+5 + · · ·+ γ2k−1, and

B2 = β2r+2 + β2r+4 + · · ·+ β2k.

Notice that B1 and B2 are the sum of (r + 1) and (k − r) outer angles of P , respectively. Then, using
equation (4) we have that:

A1 + 2(r + 1)π −B1 +A2 + 2(k − r)π −B2 = 2π(k − 1)

A1 +A2 −B1 −B2 + 2π = −2π

A1 +A2 = B1 +B2 − 4π. (9)

Obviously A1 + A2 ≥ 0, and from equation (9) we get: B1 + B2 ≥ 4π. Thus, A1 + A2 + B1 + B2 ≥ 4π,
contradicting equation (3) and the Lemma follows.

The following result has been proved by Bereg et al. [9]:

Lemma 4.3. In a SCS, the length of a path between any two starting positions in a synchronized schedule
is in 2πN.

Theorem 4.4. In an SCS, there exists at most one path of length 2π between two starting positions.

Proof. As noted before, we can assume that the starting positions of an SCS are not in communication links.
For the sake of contradiction, let us suppose that there exist a pair of starting positions αi and α′i connected
by two different paths p and p′ of length 2π. Let `1 be the first communication link where p and p′ separate
from each other. Let `2 be the first communication link after `1 where p and p′ join again, see Figure 5.
Let dp(x, y) (resp. dp′(x, y)) denote the length of the section of p (resp. p′) from x to y. Also denote by
p(x, y) the section of the path p from x to y. By hypothesis, we have that dp(αi, α

′
i) = dp′(αi, α

′
i) = 2π. By

9



`1

`2

αi

α′
i

Figure 5: Two paths between two starting positions αi and αi
′.

definition of `1, we also have that dp(αi, `1) = dp′(αi, `1). Now, let us suppose that dp(`1, `2) 6= dp′(`1, `2).
Assume that dp(`1, `2) < dp′(`1, `2). Then,

dp(`2, α
′
i) = 2π − dp(αi, `1)− dp(`1, `2) > 2π − dp′(αi, `1)− dp′(`1, `2) = dp′(`2, α

′
i).

As a consequence, the path obtained by joining the sections p(αi, `1), p′(`1, `2), p(`2, α
′
i) has length less

than 2π, contradicting Lemma 4.3. A similar argument can be used if dp(`1, `2) > dp′(`1, `2). Therefore,
dp(`1, `2) = dp′(`1, `2) < 2π. However, this is a contradiction with Lemma 4.2 and the result follows.

Remark 4.5. Note that for general configurations, considering non circular trajectories, Theorem 4.4 could
be not true. However, the discretization of the model can be generalized by considering a multigraph and
uniform probability for all edges representing the 2π-length trajectories between two points. In any case, an
SCS that uses the random strategy can be modeled by random walks for practical configurations for which
Theorem 4.4 holds.

4.3 Randomized SCS’s

C6

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

Figure 6: The solid points are the starting positions of a synchronization schedule. The path (in red) from
α6 to α5 has length 2π and follows the travel directions along the visited trajectories. This path traverses
four communication links.

This section focuses on a theoretical study of the random strategy using random walks on the discrete
motion graph G. Let G = (V,E) be the discrete motion graph of an R-SCS with synchronization schedule
(α, δ). Let αi and αj be the starting positions of trajectories Ci and Cj , respectively. If (i, j) ∈ E, there
exists a path p of length 2π from αi to αj . Let cij be the number of communication links traversed by p.
As an illustration, in Figure 6 the path from α6 to α5 traverses four communication links and c6,5 = 4. The
transition matrix of the process M = (pij)i,j∈V is defined as follows:

Mij =

{
(1/2)cij if (i, j) ∈ E

0 otherwise.

Table 1b shows the transition matrix associated with the discrete motion graph of the SCS shown in
Figure 6. Using the definition of M and taking into account that there are two possible paths to follow at
every communication link, the following is immediately derived.
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1 2 3 4 5 6

1 1 1 1 1 1 0

2 1 1 1 1 1 1

3 0 1 1 1 1 0

4 0 1 1 1 1 0

5 0 1 1 1 1 0

6 1 1 1 1 1 1

(a)

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 1
2

1
8

1
8

1
8

1
8 0

2 1
4

1
16

1
16

1
16

1
16

1
2

3 0 1
4

1
4

1
4

1
4 0

4 0 1
4

1
4

1
4

1
4 0

5 0 1
4

1
4

1
4

1
4 0

6 1
4

1
16

1
16

1
16

1
16

1
2

(b)

Table 1: (a) Adjacency matrix of the discrete motion graph on Figure 6. The value 0 means that a robot
needs to travel more that 2π to connect the corresponding starting positions. (b) Matrix of transition
probabilities of the discrete motion graph on Figure 6 following the random strategy.

Property 4.6. The matrix M is a right stochastic matrix; i.e.,
∑
jMij = 1.

Lemma 4.7. The transition matrix M associated to a random walk on a discrete motion graph is doubly
stochastic. That is, ∑

i

Mij =
∑
j

Mij = 1.

Proof. Let S = (α, δ) be the synchronization schedule used in the system. By Property 4.6 we have
∑
jMij =

1. Now, let us prove that
∑
iMij = 1.

Let S′ = (α,−δ) be the synchronization schedule that results from reversing the orientation of every
circle and maintaining the synchronized starting points. Let G′ = (V,E′) be the discrete motion graph of
the system using S′ and let M ′ be the transition matrix associated with a random walk on G′. Note that G
and G′ have the same set of vertices V and (i, j) ∈ E if and only if (j, i) ∈ E′. Also note that Mij = M ′ji,
and then M ′ = Mᵀ. From Property 4.6 we know that

∑
jM

′
ij = 1; that is, each row of M ′ adds up to 1.

Therefore, each column of M adds up to 1 and the result follows.

Lemma 4.8. The discrete motion graph of a synchronized system is strongly connected.

Proof. We can prove this lemma by induction on the number of trajectories of the system. It is easy to check
that the lemma holds for a synchronized system with one trajectory or with two trajectories. Suppose, as
inductive hypothesis, that the lemma holds for any synchronized system of n trajectories, n ≥ 2.

Let F be a synchronized system with n + 1 trajectories. Let G be the discrete motion graph of F . Let
T be a spanning tree of the communication graph of F . Let Ci and Cj be two trajectories of the system
such that Ci corresponds to a leaf of T and Cj is adjacent to Ci in T , see Figure 7. Note that by removing
Ci from the system and keeping the starting positions and travel directions in the other trajectories, we
get a synchronized system F ′ with n trajectories. Let G′ be the discrete motion graph of F ′. Let i′ be an
arbitrary vertex of G′. By the inductive hypothesis there are two paths in G′, one from i′ to j and the other
from j to i′. Then there are paths in F ′ from αi′ to αj and viceversa, Figure 7 shows these paths in red in
subfigures (a) and (b), respectively. Observe that, in F there are paths of length 2π from αi to αj and vice
versa (these paths are shown in blue in Figure 7, (a) and (b), respectively). Therefore, the arcs (i, j) and
(j, i) are in G. As a consequence, the path from i′ to j (resp. from j to i′) in G′ can be extended using the
edge (j, i) (resp. (i, j)) and the lemma is fulfilled.

From the previous lemma, the following is directly deduced.

Corollary 4.9. A random walk in a discrete motion graph is irreducible 4.

Also, from Lemma 4.8 and taking into account that Mii > 0 for all i, we obtain the following.

4A random walk in a graph is irreducible if, for every pair of vertices u and v, the probability of transiting from u to v is
greater than zero [21].
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CiCj

Ci′

(a)

CiCj

Ci′

(b)

Figure 7: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 4.8. (a) In red: path from αj to αi′ . In blue: path from αi to
αj . (b) In red: path from αi′ to αj . In blue: path from αj to αi.

Corollary 4.10. A random walk in a discrete motion graph is aperiodic.

Now, from Corollary 4.10, Lemma 4.8 and Lemma 4.7 we arrive at the main result of this section.

Theorem 4.11. A random walk on a discrete motion graph has a stationary distribution π∗, and π∗ is
uniform. That is, π∗(i) = 1/n for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where n is the number of trajectories in the system.

From Theorem 4.11 and using the properties of a synchronized system, the following result is a direct
consequence.

Corollary 4.12. Let F be an R-SCS. Let (α, δ) denote the synchronization schedule used on F . Assuming
that the starting position of a robot is chosen with uniform probability in α = {α1, . . . , αn}, then after t ∈ R+

units of time, the robot is at some point of α′ = {α1 + 2πδ1t, . . . , αn + 2πδnt} with uniform probability.
Moreover, (α′, δ) is a new synchronization schedule (which is equivalent to (α, δ)).

Let F be an R-SCS and let G = (V,E) be its discrete motion graph. Knowing that the stationary
distribution of a random walk on G is uniform, in the following two subsections some theoretical results
about the idle time and the isolation time of F are presented. Obtaining theoretical results for the broadcast
time for our model seems to be hard and remains open for future works. Indeed, previous work on broadcast
time is limited to specific graph families, namely grids (using a protocol different from ours, since all possible
directions at each vertex are considered in the literature) and random graphs. See the paper by Giakkoupis
et al. [16] and references therein for a recent work on the broadcast time.

4.3.1 Idle time

In this subsection, some results related to the idle time of an R-SCS with k robots are presented.

Theorem 4.13. Suppose that k agents are performing a random walk on a discrete motion graph G = (V,E)
and their starting vertices are taken uniformly on V . Let v be an arbitrary vertex of V . The expected number
of robots that visit v during an interval of dnk e steps is at least one (n = |V |).

Proof. Let t1, . . . , tc be an arbitrary sequence of c = dnk e steps of the random walk (ti = t1 + i − 1 for all
1 < i ≤ c). By Theorem 4.11, at step ti (1 ≤ i ≤ c) each robot is at v with probability 1/n. For every
1 ≤ i ≤ c and every 1 ≤ j ≤ k, let Xij be the random variable given by

Xij =

{
1 if the j-th robot is at v at step ti,

0 otherwise.

Therefore,

E[Xij ] =
1

n
.

Let

Y =

c∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

Xij .

12



Note that the expected number of robots that visit v during the given interval of steps is equal to E[Y ]. By
linearity of expectation,

E[Y ] =

c∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

E[Xij ] =

c∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

1

n
= c

k

n
=
⌈n
k

⌉ k
n
≥ 1.

Theorem 4.14. Let F be an R-SCS where k robots are operating. If the robots start at randomly chosen
positions then the idle time is at most n

k + 1, where n = |V |.

Proof. Let q be point in the union of the trajectories. Without loss of generality assume that q ∈ C1. Let
t∗ ∈ [0, 1) be such that q = α1 + δ12πt∗. For every integer i ≥ 0, let p be the probability that at time t∗ + i
there is a robot at q. By Corollary 4.12, for every 1 ≤ j ≤ k, the jth-robot is at q with probability 1/n.
Therefore, p is independent of the choice of i and

p = 1−
(

1− 1

n

)k
≥ 1− 1

1 + k
n

=
k
n

1 + k
n

,

where the inequality follows from the inequality

(1− x)n ≤ 1

1 + nx
, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and n ∈ N. (10)

Equation 10 follows from the AM-GM inequality. The AM-GM inequality states that the arithmetic mean
(AM) of a list of non-negative real numbers is greater or equal to its geometric mean (GM). Thus,

(1− x)n(1 + nx) = GM(1− x, 1− x, . . . , 1− x, 1 + nx)n+1 ≤ AM(1− x, 1− x, . . . , 1− x, 1 + nx)n+1 = 1.5

Let X be the geometric random variable with parameter p. We have that the expected time between two
consecutive visits to q by a robot is at most

E[X] =
1

p
≤ n

k
+ 1.

This result assumes that the robots are uniformly located at the beginning and that the system lies in the
stationary distribution. However, in practical applications the robots are all deployed at a given position;
for instance in the trajectories nearest to the boundary of the global region. In this case, the time it takes
for the system to reach a stationary distribution; that is, the mixing time must be studied. Informally, the
mixing time is the time needed for a random walk to reach its stationary distribution, or, more specifically,
the number of steps before the distribution of a random walk is close to its stationary distribution. In the
experiments, it will be shown that the mixing time in the model is very small for grids in real scenarios
and then it can be said that, after a few units of time (for instance, 5 steps for a 5 × 5 grid; i.e., for 25
trajectories), the idle time of the random strategy for k drones is at most dnk e.

4.3.2 Isolation time

A meeting occurs when two robots arrive at a common communication link between their trajectories at the
same time. The expected time that a robot is isolated, that is, the expected time between two consecutive
meetings that a robot has is studied in this section. This measure is theoretically studied in the discrete
motion graph using resources from random walks as in the previous section. Therefore, in this theoretical
study, a meeting between two agents when they visit the same vertex of the discrete motion graph at the
same time is studied.

Let F be an R-SCS and let G be its corresponding discrete motion graph. Suppose that, in G, an agent
u has two consecutive meetings at time steps t and t + s. Agent u has thus been isolated in G by s time
units. Let v0, . . . , vs be the consecutive sequence of vertices of G visited by u in this time interval. Let u′

5see https://math.stackexchange.com/questions/2078342/a-simpler-proof-of-1-xn-frac11nx
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v0

v1

vs

u′′

u′

p

qo

v′1
v′0

Figure 8: The points v0, v1, . . . , vs, v
′
0, v
′
1 are the corresponding starting positions on their circles. The path

v0, v1, . . . , vs, traversed by a robot u, is shown in blue. The robot u′ departs with u from v0 at time t and
their paths separate at the communication link p. The robot u′′ meets u at the communication link q and
they arrive at vs traveling together. If a robot u′′′ departs from v′0 at time t following the red dashed path
that ends at v′1, then, u and u′′′ meet at the communication link o without visiting any starting position
together.

and u′′ be the agents that meet u in v0 and vs, respectively. Taking into account that the vertices of G are
not communication links, then in F , u and u′ separate their paths at a communication link p traversed by
them at some time t′ such that t < t′ < t + 1, see Figure 8. Similarly, u and u′′ meet at a communication
link q of F at some time t′′ such that t+ s− 1 < t′′ < t+ s, Therefore, in F , u has been isolated for fewer
than s time units. Also, notice that, if two robots in F meet at a communication link (o in Figure 8) coming
from two different starting positions (v0 and v′0 in Figure 8) and, after the meeting, they go toward different
starting positions (v1 and v′1 in Figure 8), then this meeting is not reported in G.

From these observations, it is straightforward to deduce the following.

Remark 4.15. The isolation time of a robot in an R-SCS is always less than the isolation time in the
corresponding discrete motion graph.

Theorem 4.16. Suppose that k agents are performing a random walk on a discrete motion graph G = (V,E)
and their starting vertices are taken uniformly on V . Then the expected number of times that one agent meets

another agent at some vertex of V during an interval of

⌈
nk−1

nk−1 − (n− 1)k−1

⌉
steps is at least one.

Proof. Let t1, . . . , tc be an arbitrary sequence of c =

⌈
nk−1

nk−1 − (n− 1)k−1

⌉
steps of a random walk (ti =

t1 + i − 1 for all 1 < i ≤ c) performed by an agent u. By Theorem 4.11, it can be deduced that u is alone

at a vertex v of V at step ti with probability 1
n

(
n−1
n

)k−1
= (n−1)k−1

nk . Also, u is not at v at step ti with

probability n−1
n . Thus, the probability of u being with at least one robot at v at step ti is given by:

1− (n− 1)k−1

nk
− n− 1

n
=
nk−1 − (n− 1)k−1

nk
.

Let Xi,v be the random variable given by:

Xi,v =

{
1 if u meets some robot at v at step ti,

0 otherwise.

It is easy to see that

E[Xi,v] =
nk−1 − (n− 1)k−1

nk
.

Let

Y =

c∑
i=1

∑
v∈V

Xi,v.
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Figure 9: Behavior of the function I(k) =
⌈

nk−1

nk−1−(n−1)k−1

⌉
, the expected isolation time for 2 ≤ k ≤ 100

robots in a scenario of n = 100 trajectories.

Now, the expected number of times that u meets another agent at some vertex of V during the given
sequence of steps is equal to E[Y ] and

E[Y ] =

c∑
i=1

∑
v∈V

E[Xi,v] =

c∑
i=1

∑
v∈V

(
nk−1 − (n− 1)k−1

nk

)
≥ 1.

From this theorem, the following result is obtained.

Corollary 4.17. Suppose that k agents are performing a random walk on a discrete motion graph G = (V,E)
and their starting vertices are taken uniformly on V . For every agent, the expected number of steps between

two consecutive meetings is at most

⌈
nk−1

nk−1 − (n− 1)k−1

⌉
.

Now, extending the previous result to an R-SCS (using Remark 4.15), we have the following.

Corollary 4.18. Let F be an R-SCS where k robots are operating. If the robots start at randomly chosen posi-

tions, then for every robot, the expected time between two consecutive meetings is less than

⌈
nk−1

nk−1 − (n− 1)k−1

⌉
.

Note that Corollary 4.18 says that a robot meets another robot in an interval of time of length at most⌈
nk−1

nk−1 − (n− 1)k−1

⌉
. This implies that when there are only two robots in the system, they meet at most

every n time units (by substituting k = 2 in the formula).
Figure 9 shows the behavior of the expected time when k is increasing. The behavior of this function says

that a small number k << n of drones is enough to produce an admissible isolation time with the random
strategy.

5 Experimental results

In this section, the validity of the proposed random strategies is evaluated by comparing the values of idle
time, isolation time and broadcast time with the results obtained using the deterministic strategy. It is
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Figure 10: The walking graph of the 3 × 3 grid SCS shown in Figure 1(b). The imaginary box where the
system is inscribed is indicated by the dotted line. The vertices of the walking graph are the open small
circles. Note that the directed arcs between these nodes follow the travel directions assigned in Figure 1(b).

also shown that the obtained bounds for idle time and isolation time are tight, and then the mixing time is
evaluated to explore the rate at which the system converges to the uniform distribution. These experiments
were implemented in Python3.6 using NumPy 1.15.2. The code is available at GitHub6 for the sake of
reproducibility.

5.1 The experiments

Typically, in surveillance tasks with small drones, the map is split into a grid of small cells [1]. Thus, a series
of experiments are performed on grid graphs of sizes 10× 10, 15× 15, 20× 20 and 30× 30. For each of these
N ×N grids, the random strategies are simulated with k robots, 1 ≤ k < N2. For every grid and each value
k, 10 repetitions of the experiment are carried out, choosing the starting position of each robot uniformly at
random from the synchronized positions. Each experiment on an N ×N grid ran for 4N2 units of time. In

the following, E
(i)
N,k denotes the i-th repetition of an experiment on an N ×N grid using k robots.

An auxiliary graph is introduced to perform the experiments. Let F be a synchronized N ×M grid-
shaped system. Let WN,M be a graph, the walking graph, whose vertices are the communication links (the
edges between neighboring circles of F) and the touching points between the trajectories and an imaginary
box circumscribing F ; see Figure 10. There is a directed edge (v, w) in WN,M if there exists an arc of length
π/2 between the points corresponding to v and w following the assigned travel directions. In the following,
let V (WN,M ) and E(WN,M ) denote the set of vertices and edges ofWN,M , respectively. It is easy to see that
WN,M has 4(N +M) vertices and 4NM edges. Each robot moves on F following the travel directions and
can perform a shifting operation only at the communication links. Thus, any (not necessarily simple) path
in WN,M corresponds to a valid sequence of movements of a robot in F where a step in WN,M corresponds
to 1/4 of a time unit in F . In this way, the movement of an agent inWN,M (following the arcs in E(WN,M ))
emulates a valid sequence of movements by a robot in F . Experiments on the walking graph WN,N are
performed. In the following, the walking graph is denoted by WN for easy.

5.2 Idle time experiments

Note that every point on a circle of an N × N grid SCS is on some edge of WN . Hence, the idle time of
an N ×N grid SCS using k robots is the idle time of the edges of WN using k robots. In order to measure

this value, we do the following: in each experiment E
(i)
N,k, for every arc e ∈ E(WN ), we count the number

of times that e is traversed by a robot and when it is traversed. Having all the visits to an edge e, we can

compute the average time idle
(i)
e (k) between consecutive passes through edge e in the experiment E

(i)
N,k.

Let idlee(k) = 1
10

∑10
i=1 idle

(i)
e (k) denote the average time between consecutive passes through edge e

over all the 10 repetitions of the experiment using k robots. Finally, in order to compare the idle time of

6https://github.com/varocaraballo/random-walks-synch-sq-grid
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Figure 11: Comparison of idle time obtained in the experiments using the random, quasi-random (Q-random)
and deterministic strategies: (a) 10×10 grid SCS, (b) 15×15 grid SCS, (c) 20×20 grid SCS and (d) 30×30
grid SCS.
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these strategies, taking into account the worst case, average case and best case, we consider the functions

max idleWN
(k) = max

e∈E(WN )
{idlee(k)},

avg idleWN
(k) =

1

|E(WN )|
∑

e∈E(WN )

idlee(k),and

min idleWN
(k) = min

e∈E(WN )
{idlee(k)}, respectively.

These three functions are computed using the three strategies and the results are shown in Figure 11.
The three functions max idle, avg idle and min idle are shown using dotted, solid and dashed lines,
respectively. The functions for the random strategy is shown in blue, for the quasi-random strategy in
orange, and for the deterministic strategy in red .

Figures 11(a), (b), (c) and (d) show the results for grid SCSs of sizes 10 × 10, 15 × 15, 20 × 20 and
30× 30, respectively. Each subfigure shows the evolution of max idle, avg idle and min idle for the three
strategies. Note that the graphs of Figure 11 show the behavior of the functions until the maximum tested
value of k (which is N2) in order to emphasize the differences between the three tested strategies, and these
differences are most notable for low values of k (after a certain value of k, the functions are similar for all
the strategies). Note that for low values of k, there is a huge difference between the deterministic strategy
and the other strategies. This difference is not surprising because we know from Bereg et al. [8] that an
N ×N grid SCS graph has N rings7, and to cover everything using the deterministic strategy, at least one
robot per ring is required. Therefore, with fewer than N robots it is not possible to cover every point and
a very high idle time is obtained. In these cases, the idle time is bounded by the duration of the simulation
(4N2), although what actually happens is that some points are never visited. Note that because the starting
positions are assigned randomly, even if k ≥ N , some rings could be empty of robots. Therefore, all the
points involved in these rings are uncovered.

Note also that the max idle is not 4N2 for every k < N . This is because the value idlee(k) is amortized

among the 10 repetitions of the experiment (in some experiment E
(i)
N,k a ring r may be empty of robots and

then idle
(i)
e (k) = 4N2 for every edge e involved in r, but in some other experiment E

(j)
N,k, the ring r may

have c > 0 robots, thus idle
(j)
e (k) = N/c for every edge e involved in r).

A very similar behavior can be observed with the random and quasi-random strategies. In fact, the
function avg idleWN

is close to the function f(k) = N2/k and this is the best possible behavior, taking
into account that there is a trajectory of length 2πN2 (the sum of the N2 circles) to cover and k robots
moving at 2π length units per time unit. Moreover, when one of these random strategies is used, the function
avg idleWN

starts decreasing rapidly before k = N =
√
n (recall n = N2 in these grid SCSs), and then

the rate of decrease is notably reduced. This behavior indicates that when one of the random strategies is
being used in an SCS with k ≥ N robots, the addition of more robots to the system does not bring about
a significant improvement in idle time. Another conclusion that can be drawn from the experiments is that
when either of the two random strategies is used with few robots (k ≈ N), the idle time is really good.
However, to obtain similar results using the deterministic strategy the system needs, with high probability,
a much larger number of robots.

5.3 Isolation time experiments

Note that every meeting between two robots in an N × N grid SCS takes place at one of the vertices of
the walking graph WN . Hence, in an N × N grid SCS using a set U of k robots, the isolation time of the
system is the expected time between two consecutive meetings at a vertex of WN using k robots. In order

to measure this value, we do the following: in each experiment E
(i)
N,k, for every robot u ∈ U , we count the

number of times that u meets some other robot and when these meetings occur. Having all the meetings of

u we can compute the average time isolation
(i)
u (k) between consecutive meetings of u in the experiment

E
(i)
N,k.

7A ring in a SCS is the locus of points visited by a starving robot following the assigned movement direction in each trajectory
and always shifting to the neighboring trajectory at the corresponding link positions.
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Figure 12: Comparison of the isolation time obtained in the experiments using the random, quasi-random
(Q-random) and deterministic strategies: (a) 10× 10 grid SCS, (b) 15× 15 grid SCS, (c) 20× 20 grid SCS
and (d) 30× 30 grid SCS.
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In order to compare the isolation time of the strategies, tacking into account the worst case, average case
and best case, we define the functions:

max isolation
(i)
WN

(k) = max
u∈U
{isolation(i)u (k)},

avg isolation
(i)
WN

(k) =
1

k

∑
u∈U

isolation(i)u (k),

min isolation
(i)
WN

(k) = min
u∈U
{isolation(i)u (k)},

respectively.
Then we compute the averaged values over all 10 repetitions of the experiments:

max isolationWN
(k) =

10∑
i=1

max isolation
(i)
WN

(k)

10
,

avg isolationWN
(k) =

10∑
i=1

avg isolation
(i)
WN

(k)

10
,

min isolationWN
(k) =

10∑
i=1

min isolation
(i)
WN

(k)

10
.

We computed the values of these three global functions using the three strategies and the results are
shown in Figure 12. The three functions max isolation, avg isolation and min isolation are shown
using dotted, solid and dashed lines, respectively. The functions for the random strategy is shown in blue,
for the quasi-random strategy in orange, and for the deterministic strategy in red.

Figures 12(a), (b), (c) and (d) show the results on grid SCSs of sizes 10×10, 15×15, 20×20 and 30×30,
respectively. In each subfigure, the evolution of max isolation, avg isolation and min isolation for
the three strategies is shown for k ≥ 2 (note that a single robot in the system is always isolated). As in
the previous subsection, Figure 12 does not show the behavior of the functions until the maximum tested
value of k because the differences between the strategies are much more evident for low values of k (after
a certain value of k, the functions are similar for all three strategies). Note that for low values of k, the
deterministic strategy is much worse than the random strategies. Note also that for two robots, the values
of max isolation, avg isolation and min isolation are the same (that is, the three functions start at
the same point for each strategy). This behavior is because when there are only two robots, if one robot has
a meeting, it is with the other one, so they both have exactly the same statistics. Therefore, their average,
maximum and minimum isolation times have the same value.

From Bereg et al. [8], it is known that in an N×N grid SCS with robots using the deterministic strategy,
two robots meet each other if and only if they start in circles that are in the same row or column. Thus, if
there are k � N2 robots, it is very probable that a robot would start in a circle that is in a different row
and column from those of any other robot in the system. Because of this, the values of max isolation are
very high for small values of k. Also, note that using a relatively small number of robots, but more than
two, the probability of at least two of them start in the same column or the same row is high. Because
of this, the min isolation function decreases quickly. Therefore, using the deterministic strategy, there is
a huge difference between the functions max isolation, avg isolation and min isolation. Finally, note
that avg isolation is closer to min isolation than to max isolation. This indicates that when the group
of robots is small, there is a high probability that one of them may be isolated, but it is very probable that
the number of non-isolated robots will be greater than the number of isolated robots.

In Figure 12, it is difficult to observe the behavior of the random strategies due to the high values of
isolation time when the deterministic strategy is used. Note that, very similar behavior is obtained using
either of the randomized strategies, being both much better than the deterministic strategy. Figure 13
compares the values of isolation time using the random strategies on a logarithmic scale for the isolation
time axis. Note that the greater the number of robots, the better the quasi-random strategy is (in average)
with respect to the random strategy. Another conclusion that can be extracted from Figure 13 is that using
any of the random strategies, small isolation time values are obtained with very few robots compared to
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Figure 13: Comparison of the isolation time obtained in the experiments using the random and quasi-random
(Q-random) strategies: (a) 10× 10 grid SCS, (b) 15× 15 grid SCS, (c) 20× 20 grid SCS and (d) 30× 30 grid
SCS.
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Figure 14: Comparison of the broadcast time obtained in the experiments using the random, quasi-random
(Q-random) and deterministic strategies: (a) 10× 10 grid SCS, (b) 15× 15 grid SCS, (c) 20× 20 grid SCS
and (d) 30× 30 grid SCS.

the number of trajectories (cells); i.e. k ≈ N =
√
n. However, to get similar results using the deterministic

strategy, a much larger number of robots are required, with high probability (see Figure 12). Moreover, the
value k = N marks a threshold in the function avg isolation when one of the two random strategies is
being used, because the addition of more robots to an SCS with k ≥ N robots does not represent a significant
reduction of the isolation time.

5.4 Broadcast time experiments

In this subsection, the broadcast time measure it is studied under the three different proposed strategies for
grid-type SCSs. To evaluate this measure, a different experiment was designed. Suppose that we have an
N ×N grid SCS F , a value k ≥ 2 (k ∈ N) and a strategy σ. In order to estimate the broadcast time in F
using k robots applying the strategy σ, we do the following: we randomly set the k starting positions of each
robot with uniform probability in the walking graph WN of F . Then we randomly choose a robot to emit
a message. After that, the simulation starts, using the strategy σ until all robots in the team have received

the message or 4N2 time units have elapsed. Let E
(i)
N,k denote the i-th repetition of this experiment and let

broadcast
(i)
WN

(k) denote its simulation time. Note that broadcast
(i)
WN

(k) = min{4N2, t} where t is the time
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required for the message to be known to all the robots in the team. We repeat this experiment N2 times
and estimate the broadcast time of F using k robots by the following function:

broadcastWN
(k) =

1

N2

N2∑
i=1

broadcast
(i)
WN

(k).

We computed the values of the function broadcastWN
for 2 ≤ k < N2 and N = 10, 15, 20 and 30. The

results of our experiments are shown in Figure 14, using a logarithmic scale for both the broadcast time
and the number of robots used. According to this picture, for small values of k, the random strategies yield
much better results than the deterministic one. As mentioned above, two robots using the deterministic
strategy meet each other only if their initial positions are in the same row or the same column [8]. Now
consider a new auxiliary graph H as follows: add a vertex for every robot and there is an edge between two
robots if they are on circles that are in the same row or the same column. Obviously, it is possible to make
a broadcast if and only if H is connected. When the number of robots is small, it is very probable than H is
not connected. For this reason, broadcast times are very high when the deterministic strategy is used with
a small number of robots.

When the number of robots is sufficiently high (k > N4/3), the three strategies are more similar. However,
it can be observed that the deterministic strategy is better than the others, although the quasi-random
strategy gives similar results; see Figure 14. The reason for this behavior is that when k is large, the
auxiliary graph H is connected and, a broadcast can be completed in approximately N time units. Also,
note that, when the quasi-random strategy is used, the more robots the system has, the more similar this
strategy is to the deterministic strategy.

Finally, note that whichever of the proposed strategies is used, the broadcastWN
function increases

slightly at the beginning and then decreases. From this, it can be deduced that at the very beginning,
adding robots to the system means an increase in the broadcast time. This means that at first, it is more
difficult to complete a broadcast when the team is bigger . However, after a certain threshold, the more
robots the system has, the faster a broadcast is completed. This behavior can be expected because after a
certain value of k, an increase in the number of robots helps to spread the message.

5.5 Mixing time

In this subsection, the mixing time of the distribution corresponding to a drone performing a random walk
in an R-SCS is experimentally studied. Our study is based on the discretization of the R-SCS, as introduced
in Section 4.1, and the transition matrix presented in Section 4.3. The experiment in this section consists
of computing the transition matrix M corresponding to an R-SCS F and then M2,M3, . . . until a matrix
close to the uniform distribution is obtained. More precisely, we ask for a matrix M t such that for any initial
distribution π, wwπM t − π∗

ww < ε (11)

where ‖·‖ denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector, π∗ is the uniform distribution (which is the stationary
distribution of the random walk following the random strategy) and ε is a small fixed value. Then t is an
estimate of the mixing time.

Notice that lim
t→∞

πM t = π∗ for any initial distribution π, so lim
t→∞

M t = M∗, where M∗ is the matrix

where every entry is 1/n if n trajectories are considered. Therefore, πM∗ = π∗ and thenwwπM t − π∗
ww =

wwπM t − πM∗
ww =

wwπ(M t −M∗)
ww ≤ ‖π‖wwM t −M∗

ww ,
where ‖M t −M∗‖ denotes the 2-norm of the matrix M t −M∗.

Taking into account that ‖π‖ = 1, it can be deduced that ‖πM t − π∗‖ ≤ ‖M t −M∗‖. Then we look for
the minimum value t such that ‖M t −M∗‖ < ε.

For values of N in {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30} we build the transition matrix M of an N ×N grid R-SCS and
we seek for the minimum value t such that ‖M t −M∗‖ < ε = 1/4. This is a typical value of ε for estimating
the mixing time in the litarature [6, 20, 26].

Figure 15 illustrates the results obtained. Note that the behavior of the mixing time seems to be linear
with respect to the number of trajectories. The increasing ratio (slope) is approximately 0.17. That is, for
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Figure 15: Estimated mixing times in R-SCSs of sizes 5× 5, 10× 10, 15× 15, 20× 20, 25× 25 and 30× 30.
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Figure 16: Experimental results on idle time and the theoretical times using a 20 × 20 R-SCS. (a) The
behavior of the idle time with respect to k = 1 . . . 400 (number of robots). (b) The same data as (a) but
constrained to k ≤ 15 in order to visualize the differences between the two curves.

every trajectory added to the system, the mixing time increases by 0.17 units. The estimates of mixing times
obtained for R-SCSs of sizes 10× 10, 15× 15, 20× 20 and 30× 30 (these are the sizes of the R-SCS studied
in previous sections) are 18, 40, 71 and 159, respectively.

5.6 Comparison with the theory

In this section, the results obtained in the above experiments using the random strategy are compared with
the theoretical results on idle time and isolation time in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 respectively. In addition,
a comparison between our experiments on broadcast time using the random strategy and the theoretical
results on regular graphs [13] is also included.

First, it is shown that the bound obtained for idle time is very tight with respect to the experiments. See
Figure 16 where the analytical and the experimental results are shown for a 20× 20 R-SCS. In Figure 16(a),
the results are shown on k = 1 . . . 400. Note that the analytical and the experimental results almost coincide.
Figure 16(b) shows the same data but constrained to k ≤ 15 in order to show the differences between the two
curves better, as they are more evident with fewer robots. However, note that even using a few robots, the
random strategy has a very robust performance as it is almost optimum (recall that n/k is the best possible
idle time in a system of k robots operating in a region divided into n trajectories).

From the comparison of analytical and experimental isolation times, it can be deduced that the theoretical
expected value is an upper bound of the average experimental isolation time, as noted in Section 4.3.2
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Figure 17: Experimental results on isolation time and the theoretical times using a 20 × 20 R-SCS. (a)
The behavior of the isolation time with k = 2 . . . 400 (number of robots). (b) The same data as in (a) but
constrained to k ≤ 25 in order to visualize the differences between the two curves.

(theoretical study of isolation time), specifically in Remark 4.15. Figure 17 shows the behavior of the
theoretical expected isolation time and the average experimental isolation time in 20 × 20 grid R-SCS. In
Figure 17(a) the global behavior of the two curves is shown for k = 2 . . . 400. Figure 17(b) shows the same
data but constrained to k ≤ 25 in order to make it easier to visualize the differences between these curves.
Note that difference between the theoretical and experimental isolation time decreases as the number of
robots increases. This behavior makes sense because the effects of the phenomenon described in the second
paragraph in Section 4.3.2 are more evident when the number of trajectories is large with respect to the
number of robots, because there is a lot of room and it is very probable that the robots are spread out on the
region. However, if the number of robots is increased, this effect is diluted because the greater the number
of robots, the greater the probability of some robot not traveling alone.

Let us now focus on the broadcast time. Figure 18(a) shows a 4 × 4 section A of a grid R-SCS F . Let
S be the set of starting positions in A. Let S′ ⊂ S be the set of starting positions, indicated by open small
circles. Note that from any point p′ ∈ S′ it can be reached a point p ∈ S using a path of length 2π, and all
these paths traverse four communication links. Therefore, Mi,j = 1

16 for all i ∈ S′ and j ∈ S, where M is
the transition matrix of the discrete motion graph corresponding to F . Observe that if F is large, most of
the vertices in the discrete motion graph have degree 16 and the transition from these vertices to a neighbor
has probability 1

16 . Therefore, if F is large, the discrete motion graph is almost regular. Cooper et al. [13]
study the broadcast time for regular graphs; they state that for most starting positions, the expected time
for k random walks to broadcast a single piece of information to each other is asymptotic to

2 ln k(δ − 1)n

k(δ − 2)
as k, n→∞,

where n is the number of vertices and δ is the degree of the vertices.
Figures 18 (b), (c) and (d) show a comparison between the average broadcast time results obtained in

the experiments of subsection 5.4 using a 20 × 20 grid R-SCS F and the curve b(k) = 2 ln k(δ−1)n
k(δ−2) , where

n = 400 (number of trajectories on F) and δ = 16 (degree of most of the vertices in the discrete motion
graph of F). Similarly to the comparison for the isolation time, the curve b(k) is an upper bound of the real
broadcast time due to a similar argument. Note that the two curves have very similar shapes. In Figure 18
(d), these curves are shown for k ≤ 60 in order to make the similarity on their shapes visible. As expected,
both curves have a small peak at the beginning, due to the natural behavior of the broadcast time when the
number of robots increases (as noted in Section 5.4).
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Figure 18: (a) A 4 × 4 section of a grid R-SCS. In (b), (c) and (d) the curve Random shows the average
broadcast time obtained in several experiments in a 20 × 20 grid R-SCS using k = 2 . . . 400 robots. The

curve ‘Theoretical’ shows the behavior of the function b(k) = 2 ln k(δ−1)n
k(δ−2) where δ = 16 and n = 400. (b)

Logarithmic scale. (c) Linear scale. (d) The curves constrained to k ≤ 60.
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6 Conclusions

Terrain surveillance using cooperative unmanned aerial vehicles with limited communication range can be
modeled as a geometric graph in which the robots share information with their neighbors. If every pair
of neighboring robots periodically meet at the communication link, the system is called a synchronized
communication system (SCS). In order to add unpredictability to the deterministic framework proposed
by Dı́az-Báñez et al. [14], the use of stochastic strategies in the SCS is studied. Both the coverage and
communication performance are evaluated and the validity of two random strategies compared with the
deterministic one has been proved. The performance metrics of interest focused on in this paper were idle
time (the expected time between two consecutive observations of any point of the system), isolation time
(the expected time that a robot is isolated) and broadcast time (the expected time elapsed from the moment
a robot emits a message until it is received by all the other robots in the team).

First, theoretical results have been proved for one of the strategies, called random strategy, which can be
modelled by classical random walks, and obtained bounds assuming that the starting vertices are uniformly
selected. A theoretical study of the other protocol, the quasi-random strategy, which does not generate
random walks, is a challenging open problem. After that, three computational studies were carried out: a
comparison between the deterministic and the random strategies; a simulation for estimating the mixing
time of the system (roughly, the time needed for a random walk to reach its stationary distribution); and a
comparison between the simulation and the theoretical bounds.

We summarize our observations in the experiments. Overall, the behavior was analyzed by increasing
the size of the team of UAVs working on grid graphs. For the first study, our results showed that if the
system has few robots, as it is usual in practice, it is better to use one of the random strategies than the
deterministic one. Indeed, in this case, the results obtained with random strategies were much better than
the behavior obtained using the deterministic strategy for the three tested measures.

Although clever initial positions for the robots can selected in the deterministic strategy such that the
properties of communication and coverage are satisfied, the system does not take unpredictability into
account. If a group of robots fail, the system can lose robustness using the deterministic strategy. As the
experiments showed, this drawback can be overcome using random strategies. The experiments also showed
that the behavior of the two random strategies is very similar for any of the proposed quality measures.
In the second study, it was observed that the estimated mixing time is small compared to the number of
trajectories in the system and it only increases 0.17 units of times per trajectory. The third experimental
study showed that the theoretical results are tight for the idle time and give reasonable upper bounds for
the isolation time and broadcast time.

Finally, it should be noted that more general SCSs in which the trajectories are closed curves with
different lengths could be established [14] and the results in this paper are extensible to those SCSs. Future
research could also focus on considering other random strategies, different topologies in the experiments, as
well as a study on the influence of the value of the probability p, fixed as 0.5 in this paper.
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